CROSSWORD
No 17,520 Set by GOZO

ACROSS
1  Prove awareness for the audience (6)
4  Less respectable parking inside is at a higher rate (8)
9/11/14  Hemingway novel for Dad with the waters (3,3,3,3,3)
10  Gushers in good condition in different soil (3,5)
11  See 9
12  Air-con, as represented on instruments (8)
13  Copy of some newspapers (3)
14  See 9
17  Red sun's out in northwest Scotland township (7)
21/27/29  Actress perplexed — Heidelberg below par (6,6-6)
25  Fury that is consuming king (3)
26  Disappointments are a hindrance on Sussex uplands (8)
27  See 21
28  Sporty husband into tactile dancing (8)
29  See 21
30  I return holding very large awards (8)
31  Sensitive offer for coal truck (6)

DOWN
1  Suggest being familiar (8)
2  Freed from sin, is inclined to enter church initially deserted (8)
3  Having the ability to cook tortellini first, al dente (8)
5/6/7  Discarded linen wrap around Canadian province (6,6,6)
8  Buck is surrounded by others (6)
12  Batsmen 1 and 2 in key roles (7)
15  Seabird — one from our shores? (3)
16  Something poisonous in the Christmas pudding (3)
18  Female disturbed eater at source of nuts and butter (4,4)
19  Private turned up — deduces lire are inside (8)
20  US alcohol almost close at hand all the time (4,4)
22  Star key look (6)
23/24/25  Matiest month, awfully warm and cosy now (2,4,6,2,4)
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